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To all thom it may concern:
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the improved
Be it known that I, RAY H. MusCOTT, a tread belt attachment.
citizen of the United States, residing at Fig. 3 is an enlarged longitudinal section
Swan Creek, in the county of Saginaw, State
of Michigan, have invented certain new and of the pivot between the frame of this struc

useful Improvements in Tread-Belt Attach

ture and the main frame of the motor

60

vehicle.

ments for Trucks; and I do hereby declare Fig. 4 is an enlarged transverse section
the following to be a full, clear, and exact through
rear axle, looking to the rear.
description of the invention, such as will Fig. 5the
is
a sectional detail through the
enable others skilled in the art to which it hub of one idle
sprocket.
appertains to make and use the same.
Fig. 6 is a plan view of the belt viewed
The present invention relates to new and
the inside; and
useful improvements in tread belts for motor from
Figs. 7 and 8 are longitudinal and trans
vehicles and more particularly to that type verse Sectional details through said bei, and
j wherein the tread belts are carried by a frame the
cleats andnow
shoesmore
attached
thereto.
member independent of and resiliently con Referring
particularly to the
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nected with the main frame or chassis of the
vehicle.

accompanying drawings, there is shown a
conventional
motor truck comprising a main
it is in general the object of the present in frame or chassis
10 mounted on the front 75
vention to simplify and otherwise improve wheel structure 11 až i?is forward end gand
the structure and increase the efficiency of having the usual supporting springs 2 at
mechanisms of this character, whereby a flat its rear end, which, in the application of the
traveling surface may be provided for a improved tread belt attachment to the truck
motor vehicle in a manner avoiding the ob are shifted rearwardly of their normal point 80
5 jections of weight encountered in the pres of
attachment to the rear axle structure 13.
ent types of treads of this general character, The improved tread belt attachment, in
and of rapid wear encountered in such cludes a frame formed of inner and outer
treads by reason of foreign matter lodging side
sills 14 and 15 respectively connected at
in
the
hinged
connections
thereof.
their
with cross bars 16 by the corner 85
30
It is a further and important object to platesends
common
frame construction,
provide an arrangement wherein the tread the inner side insillstruck
j4
being
at
belts automatically adapt themselves to the their central portions by a crossconnected
bar
17,
and
surface traveled upon, to vary the amount it is noted that the spaces between the sills
of tread surface engaging the traveling sur
90
5 face, in accordance with the depth to which provide clearance for the belt runs. The
outer sills 15 near their rear ends are con

the tread structure penetrates the traveling nected with the ends of the rear truck axle
surface.

A still further object resides in the pro
vision of a tread belt mechanism provided
in a unitary structure which may be readily
applied to ordinary wheel motor vehicles
now in use, and which may be substituted
for the tread mechanisms of vehicles em
ploying the present types of such mecha
nisms.
With the above and other objects and ad
vantages in view, the invention resides more
particularly in the novel combination, forma
tion and arrangement of parts hereinafter
50 described and particularly pointed out in
the appended claims.
In the accompanying drawings:
Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a
motor vehicle embodying the improved tread
belt mechanism as an attachment therefor
in lieu of the ordinary rear drive wheels.

13 by bearings i9 depending from said sills
and engaging the axle ends at the point of
normal attachment of the wheel nut, while
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the inner sills are connected with the axle

by hanger bearings 21 depending from the
silis. The supplemental frame is thus pivot
aily mounted on the rear axle structure and
the ordinary truck springs 12 are connected
with the rear end of the supplemental frame.
Projecting forwardly and upwardly from
the front of the supplemental frame are
spaced angular arms 22 carrying a hori
zontal
bracket bar 23 having its centrali por
tion enlarged to form a bearing head through
which is passed a swivel bolt 24. This bolt
is provided at its outer end with an eye 25
receiving a shaft 26 carried by and depend
ing from the main truck frame, the io wer
end of the shaft being mounted in a bracket
27. Coil springs 28 are mounted on the
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shaft above and below the eye 25 and bear
gainst the eye 25 and against the frame 10
and bracket, 27 respectively. A yieldabie
support for the front end of the Supple
merial frame is thus afforded and by reason
of the swivel connection, it is noted that the

supplemental frame may also swing so that
thereby may have relative vertical movement

the forward ends of the tread belts carried
0

for proper engagement with obstructions

over which the vehicle must travel.

Mounted on the rear drive axle 13 in lieu
of the ordinary rear wheels thereof ge
sprocket, wheels 29 each sprocket wheelbe
ing disposed between the corresponding
inner and outer side stilis 14 and 15 respec
tively, and sprocket wheels 30 are mounted
in the forward portions of the supplementai
frame on shafts 31 journaled in bearing
20 boxes 32 slidable in guides 33 depending
frosa the side silis, these boxes being engage
2 by Screws 34 threaded in the rear por
is of the guides, extending longitudinally.
thereof for engagement with the bearing
boxes, to adjust and hold Said boxes in a
manner insuring proper tension of tread
belts trained about the sprocket wheels.
Each of these tread belts comprises an
endless band 35 of flexible steel, and to pro
cure a driving connection between the bandi
and its corresponding pair of Sprocket,
wheels, pairs of transverse opposed cleats 36
are mounted on the inner surfaces of the
bands, each pair of cleats being provided
35 with opposed angular notches in their con
tiguous edges producing recesses to receive
angular and preferably diamond shaped
teeth 38 projecting from the peripheries of
the sprockei, wheels. These notches are

readily associated with ordinary types of

trucks to provide a very light structure.
Longitudinal stretches of the belt treads
are inclined upwardly from the rear of the
vehicle, and by this inclination the tread
surfaces automatically adapt themselves to
the surface traveled upon, since in travel
upon a hard surface only the rear ends of
the treads will engage the ground, while
in traveling upon a soft surface the treads
will sink into the ground and the length
of the tread engagements with the ground
will vary in accordance with the depth to
which the tread structure penetrates the
traveling surface. It is further noted that
the read belt frame is afforded a uni
versally yieldable connection with the truck
body so that the frame may be tilted in aný
direction and at, either corner to insure a
most efficient clinging engagement with
rough ground over which it may travel.
Also, it will be noted that while I have
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described the present device as an attach
ment for truck structures already manufac
tured, the various operative advantages 90
enzaeiated and the lightness of structure
possess equal value in the incorporation of
the device in a motor vehicle structure dur
ing its manufacture; and that to adapt the 95
device for such incorporation, or for varied
conditions of use, various changes and mod
ification of structure may be resorted to
withou, departing in any manner from the
spirit of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. The combination with a motor vehicle;
of a tread belt structure comprising a frame,
tread belts carried by the frame, a swivel
bolt projecting from the forward end of
faced with bushings 38° and thus should the frame, Neans for resiliently connecting
looseness occur due to wear upon continued the Syvivei bok; Wylith the vehicle frame, and
for resiiiently connecting the rear
use the bushings may be removed and re means
placed to procure Snug fit of the teeth, over end of the read belt frame with the vehicle
size bushings compensating for wear of the fraine.
teeth surfaces.
2. The combination with a motor vehicle;
The cleats 36 have bosses 40 on their outer of a read beit structure comprising a frame,
faces near their ends that engage in corre tread belts carried by the frame, a swive
sponding perforations 41 in the band or belt bolt projecting from the forward end of
35 and reach to the opposite surfaces of the the frane, an eye on the Swivel bolt, a ver
belt. Centrally of these bosses are formed tical shaft slidably passed through said eye
perforations continued also through the and adapted for connection with the vehicle
cleats to receive boits or screws 42 which frame, springs mounted on said shaft above
extend beyond the ends of the bosses and and beiow the eye, and means for resiliently
engage blocks 39; and when the screws are connecting the rear end of the tread belt 20
55 tightened up, the blocks are drawn against; frame with the vehicle frame.
the corresponding face of the beit 35 and 3. A tread belt structure including a
thus serve to hold the cleats to the belt. frame, sprocket wheels carried thereby and
Said blocks are of "-shaped cross section, having teeth of rectangular cross section,
and engaged upon them are rubber shoes or an endless flexible band trained about said
60 calliks 48 having -channels extending longi wheels, and cleats secured in transversely 25
tudinally thereof and opening through one spaced pairs to the band and having op
end, and these calks are slid onto the " posed notches in their adjacent edges form
blocks and may be held from sliding from ing recesses shaped to fit the sprocket teeth.
place in any desired manner.
4. A tread bei, structure including a
65
The entire structure described may be frame, a drive sprocket wheel carried there

iby, an idle wheel carried thereby, an endless the band and across its perforations, tread
flexible steel band trained about said wheels

and lugs on the inner face of said band for
engagement by the teeth of the sprocket
wheel, said sprocket teeth being diamond
shaped
in cross section and said lugs being
secured in transversely opposed pairs to the
steel band and having recesses in their ad
jacent
sides for receiving the sprocket teeth.
O
5. A tread belt structure for motor ve
hicles including spaced sprocket wheels hav
ing teeth of angular cross Section, a band
trained around said wheels, cleats disposed
across
its inner face in pairs and notched
5 in their adjacent edges to form recesses to
fit said teeth, shoes across the outer face of
said band respectively opposite the cleats,
and fastening means passing through the
cleats and band and into said shoes.

6. A tread belt structure for motor ve

hicles including spaced sprocket wheels hav
ing teeth of rectangular croSS Section, a band
trained around said wheels, cleats disposed
across its inner face in pairs and notched
in their adjacent edges to form recesses to
fit said teeth, rubber shoes on the outer face
of said band opposite the cleats, blocks form
ing cores within said shoes, and fastening
devices passing through each cleat and the
band and engaging the block
in the corre
sponding shoe.
'

shoes carried by said blocks, and fastening
means passing through the cleats and their
bosses and into said blocks.
8. in a tread belt structure of the class

described, the combination with spaced 45
sprocket wheels, and an endless band trained
around them and perforated at intervais; of
cleats upon the inner face of said band
spaced to receive the teeth of said sprockets,
the cleats having bosses projecting into said 50

perforations, blocks upon the outer face of

the band and against the ends of said bosses,
the blocks being of T-shaped cross section,
fastening screws passing through the cleats
and bosses and into the blocks, and tread 55

shoes having channels closely embracing

said blocks.

9. In a tread belt structure for the pur

pose described, the combination with spaced
sprocket wheels, and a band trained around
them and perforated at intervals; of cleats
upon the inner face of the band across its
perforations and notched in their edges to
receive the teeth of the sprockets, blocks of
irregular cross section upon the outer face
of said band and across said perforations,
fastening devices connecting the cleats and
blocks and passing through the perforations,
and a soft tread surface upon the outer

face of the band channeled to embrace said
7. In a tread belt structure of the class blocks.

described, the combination with Spaced in testimony whereof I affix my signature,
sprocket wheels, and an endless band trained in the presence of two witnesses.
around them and perforated at intervals; of
RAY H. MUSCOTT.
cleats upon the inner face of said band
spaced to receive the teeth of said sprockets, Witnesses:
the cleats having bosses projecting into said
Mrs.
MIKE BENKERT,
perforations, blocks upon the outer face of
joHIN IHoULSTON.
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